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raff ic won't
bother Greeks
Fence, pond to border Alafaya Trail
by Jamie Carte
STAFF REPORTER

A fence and a pond will protect the Greek houses from
Alafaya Trail traffic.
The houses in Greek Park
may have highway construction in their backyard now, but
a $30,000 beautification project will start when construction ends.
Greek Park is located on the
northwestern corner of campus, near Alafaya Trail and
Lake Claire.
Orange County's department of transportation is
handling the Alafaya Trail
expansion. However, the university will provide a retention

pond, near Lake Claire, and a
chain-link fence on the property line to separate the
houses from Alafaya Trail.
According to Pam Mounce,
assistant dean of students and
Greek advisor, the Greek Park
development committee considered the exposure to the
highway and realized the pond
and fence buffers were a necessity.
Joyce Clampitt, associate
vice president of administration and finance, said the university budget committee allocated $30,000forthefence and
additional landscape to
camouflage the fence.
Clampitt said the fence
would not run down UCF's

Tom Webstl!f/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Five to six acres of land was cleared behind the Pi Kappa Alpha house for the Alafaya Trail
expansion. The fence was built to curb noise pollution due to traffic.

property line nor surround the
retention pond.
J.C. Hicks, assistant director of campus services, said, "I
feel not fencing in the retention pond would be a mistake."
Hicks said, ''The run off of

the high way would include
pollution and create a nasty
looking pond." Hicks told the
administration to wait on the
fencing project and io fence the
pond.
Excavation on the retention

pond will start next week and
should be finished in January.
There are no plans to put a
fence around the site.
There \vil1 also be a retensee GREEKS page 4

Record enrollment means $79,000 for SG
by Eric Dentel
MANAGING EDITOR

This year's record enrollment at UCF has meant
less parking, crowded classrooms-and more money
for student government.
Student government receives funding from the
activity and service fee that is part of every student's
tuition. Since SG made their budget under the assumption that UCF would have about 19,500 students this year, the actual enrollment of 20,057
meant an extra $79,000 for student government.
Most of the money will go to pay off old debts.
Last year's yearbook project, organized during

former President Denver Stutler's administration,
accounts for almost $35,000 of the extra cash. Very
little advertising was sold for the yearbook and relatively few of the yearbooks have been sold.
Of the 2,000 yearbooks that were printed up, well
over 1,000 remain, according to student body president Fred Schmidt. Schmidt did not know the exact
number of yearbooks that remain unsold.
He said SG would probably not see anymore money
from the sale of the books, wh1ch retail for $25.
''The chances of our se11ing any more of those books
- and I hate to say it - are pretty slim," Schmidt
said.
Another $10,000 will go to the athletic department

to pay for football tickets to the BCC game on Sept. 1.
SG thought there was an agreement between the
athletic department and the previous SG administration to provide the tickets to students for free.
The student senate approved the new budget
unanimously, but several senators said they didn't
like having to spend the money this way.
"It's unfortunate that over half of this money had to
go to fund bad debts," Sen. Scott Rausch said.
"It's a shame we can't use a11 of this for something
today," agreed Sen. Jimmy Rizek, "but we have to
clear up our mistakes of the past "
see FUNDING page 3

25 surveyed on
history, literatu~e
by Trish Martin
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Do you think you have the right to work. .. right to
health protection ... the right to housing?
Well some of UCF's college seniors believe these
rights are a part of the Constitution of the United
States and think they possess these rights.
Twenty-five seniors participated in a sample survey this past week consisting of 20 questions on
history and literature and the results weren't pretty.
Forty percent of those tested at UCF answered
affirmatively to a true/false question . stating
"Citizens... have the right to work, ... the right to
health protection,. .. the right to housing."
Moreover, if the samples were graded, 44 percent
would have failed.
The questions were adapted from The Gallup
Organization's Survey of College Seniors: Knowledge of History and Literature. The group te.sted
nearly 700 U.S. college seniors on behalf of The
National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH) on
their knowledge of American and world history and
literature. More than half of those tested would have
failed if the test were to be graded.
NEH is a federal agency which, through its 50
Hours report, is urging colleges and universities to
see SENIORS page 4

Jo19:? Alvarev-CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

PICKING OUT A TUNE
Peggy Ricardo, a graduate student in elementary education, rehearsed songs Tuesday for a performance at
her divorce support group at St. James Church.
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Univer$itv
sends age
lists to bars

•

Underage drinkers targeted
Staff Report
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

Hoping to keep local bars from serving alcohol to underage students, officials at St. Bonaventure University in
New York are offering local tavern
owners a list of students' names and
ages.
Administrators decided to circulate
the list despite student anger over a
similar effort last fall.
"It came up that we ought to help
these bar owners out if they're saying
they can't manage so many people by
helping them verify who's of age and
who isn't," explained Timothy Gallineau, vice president for student development.
Student government leaders, however, complained students' names and
ages were nobody else's business, and
the school was distributing personal
information students had given in
confidence.
"We felt it violated our privacy
rights," explained student body President Dan Maerton.
The American Civil Liberties Union
subsequently refused to take the case,
saying it didn't think it could convince
a court the information was private.
Local bar owners don't use the list
anyway, Maerton added.
They found combingthrough a list of
St. Bonaventure's 2, 700 students is a
"ridiculous" way to check for underage
drinkers at their taverns," Maerton
maintained.
Companies that sell food and drink
to students do seem to be more careful,
however.
At the University of Arizona (UA), a
bartending company stopped working
at fraternity parties in September because of concerns it would be liable for
minors drinking alcohol.
Some student groups, like UA's Interfraternity Council, are considering
new procedures to try to weed underage drinkers out of their parties.
Others seem to have grown impatieRt with the new, higher drinking
ages that a11 campuses have to observe.
Students at the University of Wisconsin at Oshkosh staged two protests,
both ending in arrests, in October in
hopes of lowering the state's legal
drinking age.
Protestors were angered by a police
raid of a party, in which 80 students
were arrested and the party hosts were
slapped with a $17,000 fine.
At least one student suggests the
higher drinking age actually encourages alcohol u~e.
Indiana University's Ruth Engs and
David Hanson of the State University
of New York's Potsdam College surveyed 3,375 American college students
in 1987-88, and found that 81 percent
of students younger than 21 drank
alcohol, while only about 75 percent of
"legal" students do.

•ARMY ROTC WINS

,

The UCF "Ranger Challenge Team" won second place
overall in the Brigade Ranger
Challenge Shootout at Camp
Blanding in Starke, Florida,
last week.
The team won third place in
the grenade throw and second
place in the orienteering competition.
The team also qualified for
the regional competition,
which wiU be held April 1990

Jorge AlvareztCENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

FALL PLANTING
Harold King of the UCF Grounds Department worked on a campus beautificatior) project Tuesday. Trees are being planted
on the outskirts of the parking lot inf ront of the Wayne Densch Sports Center.

Fraternity hazing causes one death at Morehouse
Staff Report

.

COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

Two students have been expelled
and eight more suspended following
the Oct.18 death ofan Alpha Phi Alpha
fraternity pledge at Atlanta's Morehouse Col1ege.
"Clearly we want to send a message
to fraternities that hazing of any kind
is not tolerated and will not be tolerated," said Morehouse spokesman
Robert Bolton.
"From our standpoint, the college
defines hazing as harassment, mental
and/or physical," he said.
Pledges told Alpha Phi Alpha state
director Robert Willis they were
"pushed and shoved around" when
they failed to answer a question about
the fraternity correctly.

FUNDING
FROM PAGE 1

The remaining $34,000 of the new
budget will be split up between the
senate itself, which \/ill get another
$5,000 for its general working fund,
and several other groups.
Almost $5,000 will be used to purchase an additional printer for the SG
computer lab.

at Fort Riley, Kansas.
•CLOTHES DRIVE

Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc. will be having a
clothes drive Nov. 12 through
Nov. 21.
Boxes for donations will be
left in the lobbies of dotm halls
and picked- up in the afternoons.
The clothes will be donated
to the Orlando branch of the
Salvation Army.

Dr. Joseph Burton, Cobb County
medic 1 x miner, said an autopsy did
not reveal any bruises or visible injuries on Joel Harris, who collapsed during Lhe questioning.
Other pledges said they didn't see
the sophomore get hit.
Medical examiners say Harris had
an enlarged heart, which contributed
to his death.
Alpha Phi Alpha, the nation's oldest
black fraternity, prohibits hazing,
which is considered a crime in Georgia.
In late August, Zeta Beta Tau and
Tau Kappa Epsilon went further.
The two banned pledging as a way to
end a series of hazing deaths, injuries,
fights and racial incidents at various
houses at Rutgers University and at
the universities of Lowell, Tennessee,
Texas and California, to name a few.

The Morehouse tragedy "continues
to point out the need to persist in education about eradicating hazing" said
Jonathan Brant, head of the Indianapolis-based National Interfraternity
Council.
In 1988, Morehouse stopped movie
director Spike Lee, a Morehouse alum,
from finishing "School Daze" on campus in part because it featured hazing
scenes.
In October a Morehouse judiciary
court, made up of administrators and
faculty members, imposed the most
severe penalties they could on the top
10 fraternity members, whose names
were not released.
Bolton said Alpha Phi Alpha broke
at least two Morehouse rules by beginning the pledge process before the
sanctioned Oct. 19 date.

The printer in the lab now is being
used to print out 8,000 copies a month,
which is 5,000 copies a month more
than the manufacturer recommends.
The Political Action Team, a lobbying
arm of the executive branch of SG, will
get $5,000, and the newly reinstated
UCF Debate Team will get $3,000. The
Student Escort Patrol Service, which·
escorts single students across campus
at night, will get$7,000 to pay for extra
staff.

~:11111111i1~

•PEP RALLY

Today, the UCF Spirit
Committee is having a Knight
March to the gymnasium and a
pep rally.
To participate in the Knight
March, meet at 8 p.m. on
Greek Row.
The pep rally is at 9 p.m.
•CHIROPRACTIC INFO.

The Logan College ofChiropractics is having an informational meeting about a career

I

!Jl\lllltlitlll

as chiropractor, and changes p.m. on Nov. 11 outside
to Florida law which will be- Gooding's supermarket at
come effective in September of University and Goldenrod.
1990.
The adoption fee for cats is
The meeting will be held at $25, and the charge for dogs
7 p.m. on Nov. 16 at the Long- ranges from $35 to $45.
wood Quality Inn located at
2025 W. State Hwy. 434, Long- • STUDENT CASH
wood.
Florida Leader magazine is
sponsoring a Florida college
•ADOPT A PET
student of the year contest
The Orlando Humane with $25,000 in prizes. For
Society's Adopt-a-Pet program more information, call (904)
will be run from 10 a.m. to 4 373-6907.

4
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GREEKS

The power··
· to overcome.

If you
smoke
4,000 hours
a year,
Stopping
for 24 won't
kill yOu.

FROM PAGE 1

tion pond near Lake Lee and
construction will start on it
when the Lake Claire pond is
finiSh'ed.
_
·
Strickland Smith, president of Pi Kappa Alpha,
said~''W e [the house] won't be
affected [by the Alafaya expansion]. I haven't heard any
negative comments from the
brothers."
However, some Pikes have
made negative comments
about noise po1lution and have
built a fence of their own on
the back side of the fraternity
house.
Smith said the fence has
nothing to do with the highway expansion.
Give the power
Bill Beekman, representaIn fact, it might save your life. All you have to do is join millions
tive of Sigma Chi's house corto overcome.
of other Americans and give up smoking for a day.
poration, said the expansion
Give
to Easter Seals.
Because if you can quit for a day, you can quit for life.
will enhance their house's visiFor more information, call 1-800-ACS-2345.
bility.
The Sigma Chi house will
be located on the corner of
Alafaya Trail and Gemini
Blvd North, which has not 1--------------------------....,--================~====================::::;
been constructed yet, but will
ALOHA BBQ
lead to the fieldhouse.
Beekman said, "The buffer
Specializing in Hawaiian Fast Food
of the retention pond should
protect our property."
{=36'5:;5881

The Great American Smokeout, NovamER 16

Don't die
of embarrassment.

SENIORS

I

75¢ Hamburger
with valid UCF I.D.

Yes. it could be embarrassing to
ask a man to wear a condom,
especially if you don't know him
very well.
But that's exactly who you
need to ask - the man you don't
know.
And if he says no, so can you.
Because you can't be sure
who's infected wrth the Al DS
virus.
Not having sex is one sure way
to avoid AIDS. If you decide to
have sex, using a condom is your
best protection.
it's as simple as that.
AIDS is incurable. and if you get
it, you'll likely die.
So start carrying condoms and
tell your partner to use them.
Because the consequences of
getting AIDS are more than
just a little
embarrassing.
They're deadly.

FROM PAGE 1

419

Mon-Fri 11:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Saturday 11:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.

[X]
Aloha

revise curricula so that under138 N. Central Avenue
BBQ
(1 block N. of Oviedo Shopping Center)
graduates study "essential
areas ofknowledge."
UCFs Provost Richard Astro said there is a great debate
over what it is a person should
know. He agrees with the
Endowment as far as the curDon't! And with Kaplan's NCLEX
riculum being updated.
prep you won't. Only Kaplan offers both
"The curriculum of the
small classes led by expert nurses and a
1960s and 1970s was not
Test-N-Tape .. series for extra review. All
broad enough," he said. Astro
books are provided, and 120 Study Centers
said the curriculum, which
are open to you. Tuition's only $195 and
has not changed much, was
comes with a money-back guarantee.*
based on Western civilization
Call!
excluding Africa and Asia and
• First-time test-takers from accredited nursing schools who
other smaller western counfail to pass the NCLEX can get a refund or take our class
tries.
again
--- FREE!
"But it is unclear as to what
[the students] should know,"
Astro said.
The participants in the
sample survey were selected
STANLEY H. UPI.AN EDUCATIONAL CDmR LID.
from all walks of campus life.
If you think you can't get it, ·
Call Days,
Weekends
Their majors varied.
you're dead wrong.
Psychology majors were
shocked when they were approached at the entrance of
the library. A couple of engi- r-.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_____________~
neering majors took a break
from an all-night study period
to take the test. At least two
English literature majors
tackled the test. Other students partaking in the test
were majoring in biology,
mathematics and business.
The students had a few
comments about the sample
survey:
"I knew a lot more of history
than literature."
Corner of Curry Ford & Conway • 273-7363
"It was basic, common stuff
that most students should
llJ:r\!Il@Q<fil&~Q
· know ... But if you haven't had
On
it for a wbile, it's hard to reFree
Taco
Bar
member."
5 • 7 p.m.
"I think I did okay .. .It was
pretty general."
@<filrID.@Q<fil&~Q
"It was hard .. .I don't know
anything about literature."
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Ladies Night
::-=:::::::::::::::::::::::;:::
"I don't know too much his...........
..
..........
.. ...
$1 Wells
.........
..
tory."
........
.
..
... ...
....... . . ......
...
Astro said UCF students
8 -10 p.m.
......
....
.
..... ....
... . ...
........
...
..
would probably do better than
. ....
Free
Champagne
those at most other colleges.
gg~gggggggHgggg ~ .
"Students [at UCFJ have to
lBI&IPJ]])clY IBICD:>wur
devote a lot of time learning
One coupon per customer
Monday · Friday
thefr own speciality," he said.
per visit please!
For A Good Time, Call 281-0860
"There's not much time left to
3 - 7 p.m.
become liberally educated."

Nursing Boards Anxiety:
Why Suffer?

.!KAPLAN

Al Ds
-----

•

Gives You a Week
of Good Times

and Great Deals!

lo

w

Fridays, come on down and
dance to the latest pop, rock
and progressive music from:
•eeeteetee

•

•I

ANY REQUEST
Professional
DJ Service

r-------------,
Bring in
this
coupon
fora
free draft
or cocktail!

L-------------.J

•
•

•
•
•

•
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UCF TEAM DENTIST
Our UCF Good Knight Offer!
$25 Check-up includes:
• Initial Exam • 2 Bitewing X-Rays •
Offer good with Valid UCF l.D. Only
Expires 12/31/89
Good on initial visit only

c

282-2101·

Don't be.done in
by statistics class.
Get the new HP-218.

FREE

Backpack

The only calculat.or on the
market designed especially to
take the drudgery out of collegelevel statistics. All the functions
you need for statistics AND
college math are built in!

when you buy an
HP calculator!
Business
HP 14B
HP 17B
HP Business
Consultant II

11776 E. Colonial Dr.
Orlando, FL 32817

•THE PATIENT AND THE OTHER PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR
PAYMENTHAS A RIGHTTO REFUSE TO PAY, CANCEL PAYMENT
·OR BE REIMBURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER SERVICE,
EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT WHICH IS PERFORMED AS A
RESU.LT OF AND WITHIN 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE
ADVERTISEMENT FOR THE FREE, DISCOUNTED FEE. OR RE·
OUCED FEE SERVICE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT.

Check out the ne"N HP-218 today.
HP cal.cu/,ators- the best
calculators to help

Science and
engineering
HP
HP
HP
HP
HP

Alafaya Village Shopping Center
(Corner of Hwy. 50 & Alafaya Tr.)

5

you succeed.

228
278
28S
32S
428

Come in today
for details.

"YOU'LL LAUGH AND YOU'LL CRY.

JACK LEMMON Is SHEER BRILUANCE,
Ted Danson has never been better and Olympia Dukakis outdoes her role in 'Moonstruck!"

-1'111 ( ·,~lin.-1, WWOR-TV

"FILLED WITH UFE AND JOY, 'DAD' IS AVERY RARE FIIM.
A towering achievement for Jack Lemmon!' -Ru Rttd. ATTifUIOVJK

HP Calculators the best for
your success.

m

Ffjj'I HEWLETT
a.'.f...I PAC KARO

rj,fl'I
t.:l.a

0

H EWLETT
PACKAr:lO

INTERNATIONAL
·
Calculator & Computer

2916 Corrine Drive, Orlando • 898-0081

"APPLAUSE FOR 'DAD?
It's original, moving, witty and truthful!'

Call before noon for next day delivery to your door via UPS. U1e c:n:dit ardor C.0 .0 .

-r>aphlll' llni<. WOl\1A ' MAC:AZINF.

"JACK LEMMON AND OLYMPIA

•

DUKAKIS ARE SENSATIONAL

STUDENT
LEGAL SERVICES

These are two of the best performances
of the year.'

-1.i'll l\1rlin.AOCR \Diil

"FUNNY AND
HEART-WARMING,
'DAD' HAS GOT IT ALL

Student Legal Services provides
students with an assistance in selected areas oflaw such as landlord/
tenant, consumer, non-criminal
traffic and uncontested dissolutions. You can receive attorney
consultation and representation
free of charge to qualified students. Call 275-2538 or stop by SC
210 for more information or an
appointment.

Easih one of the best movies

of lh~ year. It'<; a mo,ie

)OU "~n'l soon forget:•
- "nl M"'fn. \\ \f" R \Piii

JACK LEMMON TED DANSON
I

Problems With?
Need?
• Landlords?
•A Will?
•Insurance?
•Name
Change?
,, \'.1ts1r 1.
rc(.. • U neontested
• Contracts?
·I ·
• Police?
-;.,, Dissolution?

Sometimes, the greatest man you ever meet ...

0

·

,...

OPENS FRIDAY AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU.
EUROPE FOR LESS
Save $1 OO's on everything from flights to
budget accommodation, and much more!

· EUROPE FOR FREE
Finance your entire trip by working as you travel.
Have fun, and get paid for it!
Full details, send $2 p&h to: Euro Work & Travel Club,
Suite 211, 91 Point Judith .Road, Narragansett, RI 02882

Sea World's exciting environment is a great place to catch the
Holiday spirit! As a member of our seasonal team you'll not only
enjoy your holiday employment, but earn extra cash, while making new friends. A Sea World representative will be available for
interviews outside the bookstore on Wednesday, November 15,
from 8:30 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.

THE
PLUSES

$ WELL ABOVE MINIMUM WAGES
• UNIFORMS PROVIDED
_
• PARK, FOOD & MERCHANDISE DISCOUNTS

THE
POSITIONS

TICKET SALES
SALE$ CLERKS

FOR
DETAILS

Apply in person at the Sea World Employment Center, 7007 Sea World Drive, Orlando,
Monday through Friday 9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.

FOOD SERVICE
PARK OPERATIONS

Yogurt
Next to UC6
in the University Shoppes
a UCF Booster

An Equal Opportunity Employer

,Employment Opportunities Available
Call 275-8882
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If you could, you would be there.
For every family stricken by disaster, the devastation lasts long after the
TV crews have left. It takes months to rebuild a home or business.
Longer to rebuild Iives.
If you could, you would be there. Bu~ no matter where you are,
your financial help will put a roof over their heads, clothes on their
backs, food in their mouths, the bare necessities.

Be there, through the American Red Cross.
Send your contribution today to: American Red Cross Disaster Relief
Fund, 5 N. Bumby Ave., Orlando, FL 32803.

*

Every dollar counts, because
someone is counting on. you..

SA VE $4.00 - Advance Tickets At*
Tick etmas ter Includ es Fair Admission!

lorD/J

Tickets Availble At Ticketmaster
$12.00 + Service Charge
In Cooperation With
The Brevard County TDC

Fall Perm
& Relaxer
Touch-Up
Sale

$25
fReg. . 1.5J

Don't
go·out
without
your
rubbers.

Ha1n:ut and blowdry styl • cxlrn Salr t•nd.

AIDS

.If you think you
can't get it you're
dead wrong.

~ll\'.

30. l <

oKLETand

FREKo oiJT

sT.'.

BREA

THE B

No •ppt•ntm..n
Ion

We're t alking about
condoms.
And we're talking
about AIDS.
If you're not shoring
needles w ith infected
drug user's, there's one
other way you con get
AIDS, and that's sex.
Because when passed
into the ploodstreom by
semen, anybody is
vulnerable to the virus.
There ore no vaccines
against AIDS. There ore
no cures for it.
And if you .get, you'll
likely die.
So if you choose to
hove sex, be sure to
carry condoms.and tell
your partner to use
them.
Let's face it if a woman
doesn't look outfor
herself, how con she be
sure anyone else will?
And if he
soys no,
so con you.

. .
GET A

,' ft waH• • full bod\•or i;:lamorou
curl .JU t for you' alt' pricC' include. ·hampoo
J>l'I m or relaxer touch-up plu h ur l,md1t1on •1

Jli' l 11;alk in
·n Mon -rn 9S. S.1t 9i. ~un 12-5

L11ng h,11r ,., r.. 'ot volid with a ny n1h r d1ocr>unt

on: "'

C'ncatl\ H.ord

Int 19

~

Car Care Coupon

r---------------,

I
I

I
I
I
I

.I

•.

I

·L

Use this coupon now to :;ave $10.00 off th~ I
price o( a complete ,Automotive Octailin~ .
I
Our profcssionCll 'i()\H.Thfdq ..service
ultra cleans the interior and suiJcr polishes the I
exterior of your vehicle. Before this coupon I
cxpircio;, call us lo schedule the appointment I
that will make your vehicle look and feel
I

s!1owroom new!

_____

I

.

:t'AROOq,
~
I
__. ________ _
IU

I
.J

;,,,,,.,,,.,.,.,k .. r111rc1m11~~v~11M
Exoircs 12/30/89

Clip this coupon and SAVE ·
CALL:
Master
Shine,

1no.

SAVOR PREMIUM QUALITY &
TRUE FRENCH TRADITION!

Thin, light and smooth-burning, •
the exclusive Fre11ch LightTM

gives you the.finest in
tobacco smoking
...e
Pleasu ''
·

State _ _ _ _ _ _,Zip _ __
Sorority or Fraternity? YIN

Oviedo, FL

...since 1838
ROLL WITH THE BEST..

s~~;;~n~:~~~~~~~~~,---------------you a FREE booklet of new d'OB Franch Light .
Cigarette Papers. Experience a world-class
smoke! Limit one free booklet per person.
(Allow 4·6 wks. for delivery). Must be 18 years old.
Name
Addres-s - - - - - - - - City - - - - - - - - -

( 407) 366-0233

,

~T··
UM.Iii

Send this coupon to: Republic Tobacco Co.
P.O. Box 8511. Prospect Helgh1s, IL 60070.

Offer

Expires

1/31190.

I IMANUFACTURERS COUPON

I

Elq>m 1131/llO

J

SAVE 35«f

•
ON
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CIGARETTE
PAPERS
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Orlando, Florida

749 S. Semoran Blvd.
•

MONDAY:
TUESDAY:
WEDNESDAY:
THURSDAY:
FRIDAY:
SATURDAY:

Monday Madness - 75¢Draft, $1.50 12 oz Imports During Game.
Contest Crazy - Wet T-Shirt, Bikini, Best Tan, Best Buns, You Name It, $100 First Prize
Zoo Nite - 25¢ Drafts, 8 - 11 p.m.
Ladies Nite - Any Drink For The Fairer Sex $1.00, 8-12 p.m.
T.G. l.F. Party - Drink Specials All Nite
Super Saturday Import Day - $1.50 12 oz, 1-5 p.m., Ladies Nite - $1.00 Drinks, 8-12 p.m.

SUNDAY:

Game Day- You Ready For This!!!!! $1.00 Long Necks, 75¢ Draft, noon to midnight

658-8507

1/4 Mile South Of Lake Underhill
In The Danube Plaza
Next To The Big Blue Roof
Of The International House of Pancakes
749 S. Semoran Blvd.

658-8507

'The 'University of Centra{ ~Coriaa 'Theatre
presents

ARMS AND THE MAN
.

a comec£y by

GEORGE BERNARD SHAW

UCF Students
Admitted Free With
Student l.D.!
~

All shows are at the UCF Theatre
November 3,4,9, 10,& 11 at 8:00p.m.
November 5 at.2:00p.m.
··
Admission is $7.00 for non-students
· For more information calJ ·
.275-2862(10-3 weekdays)

7

alike on campus
UCF, like much of Florida, is experiencing a
dilemma which has grown from the recent boom
in construction. We are torn between two Florida plusses.
On one hand is the growth in construction
which the state is benefiting greatly from and
on the other is the loss of Florida's natural areas
which the state has long been identified with.
As UCF administrators complete a master
plan of how the university will expand and build
into the year 2000, the state's nature/development dilemma crops up.
.
The way the plans stand, UCF will lose most
of its natural ares to construction; a move that
will push out some animals and plants and
completely remove whole species from the UCF
You've seen UCF's menagerie of mascots: the
campus.
Knightstalker, Mack the Knight and Puff the
The development will primarily destroy the Dragon. What's next? Hopefully it will be better than
dry, scrub areas on cam pus.
what we've got now.
Such is the problem across the state since deThe Knightstalker is a rubber boot-wearing,
bucket-headed
feather duster. He's a wimp. And
velopers find theses flat and dry areas easy to
Mack
the
Knight
is no improvement. What better
develop.
way lo represent the fearsome football team than UCF. Don't say it can't be done.Just stick some wings
Scrub areas also have fewer laws protecting with a fat-headed cross-eyed spindly-legged knight. on Galahad or something, Burt won't mind. Oh yeah,
them from development, unlike wetlands.
Theres also Galahad, the horse which Burt Reynolds I remember that pitiful Robo-kn1ght the engineers
Also unlike wetlands, dry areas of Florida are donated to UCF. This new horse is a tremendous brought on the field last year. If it's too much to ask
relatively unattractive and go unnoticed by 1mprovement over Snowbutt, the horse that used to them to build a robot that rolls on grass, a flying horse
many Floridians. For these reasons, dry scrub prance about the end zone last y ar. But the emen- is probably out of the question.
ole on horseback at F U games plunges a flaming
There J.L Perez, how is that for a paragraph?
areas are slowly being depleted.
So, J.L., you're not into sports. That's obvious since
spear into the ground. Let's s e the knight, atop his
In the battle between buildings and the bush, new steed, lance a few opponen sand set them ablaze you think I'm really on the football team. When was
buildings almost always~ win.
with his flaming joust. And, doesn't the university the last time you saw a thirty-something college
This is especially true at UCF, where land is logo depict P gasus the flying horse? There you go, foo-tball player? It was a joke. Neither sports nor
starting to become a limited resource. Campus the perfect UCFmascot. Let's see a flying horse at the humor is your strong suit, is it?
Get a first name.
environmentalists may try to protect the scrub next football game. We have a Jot of engineers at
and its inhabitants, but they will surely lose
out.
Administrators pat themselves on the back
over large areas of campus wetlands which they
Despite everything that has een said and done I
set aside mainly because there are laws which just want to say that I, for the most part, enjoyed
protect wetlands.
myself this Homecoming. I'll be the first lo admit I
When environmentalists ask for the protec- thought Joan Jett was pretty rockin'. Then again,
it was the fact that you could see through her .
tion of dry areas, administrators throw the maybe
shirt toward the end of the show.
...__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _=...;;;;.._-.;;;._;====;;.:.:;...:.;.:;..:.l
protection of wetlands out as a consolation.
During the Jett concert, a female friend and I in front of a babe (college lingo).
Unfortunately there are numerous rare ani- decided to depart the screaming mob for a bite to eat · "Excuse me," I said. uButthatisabouta 75centbite
mals and animals of special concern which can (this was right about the time when Jett was singing you just took out of MY pizza."
"No," it replied staring vacantly at the remaining
only survive in the scrub areas. Preserving about her favorite position:"! am your dog." So you
can see why we were so hungry).
crust. "It's about a $1.25 bite."
wetlands does them no good.
Anyway, we werejustcasua1ly sitting there eating
It then tossed the crust back in our box and
The state and this campus needs a healthy
our 6-dollar pizza when this tall, stupid-looking oaf tromped back into the woods.
amount of wetlands and scrub.
who seemed like he was searching for fire apI want this foul piece of pond scum to A) die a
The campus must expand its development, proached us. Then this mother-less Neanderthal painfully slow death, complete with bamboo under its
but the much-neglected scrub environment plunges his hand into our pizza box and then scarfs fingernails while listening to the soundtrack to Saturdown half a piece in one bite.
day Night Fever over and over again, B) meet me (and
must be considered.

UCF's mascot menagerie a mess

Wanted: Pizza stealing sleazebag

Central Florida Future

Normally, talents like this really amaze me, but
not this time! There is no bigger way to dishonor a
male college student than to blatantly steal his pizza

my big brother Tiny) in back of the school yard, or C)
come to my office, return my "$1.25" and admit he is
a low-life degenerate with tendencies toward sheep.

•

..

P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, Florida 32816
Busine.s:s Office (407) 275-2601, News Office (407) 275-2865

Editor in Chief
R. Scott Horner
Managing Editor
News Editor
Sports Editor
Confetti Editor
Copy Editor
Art Director
Photo Editor
Production Manager'
Business Manager
Off ice Manager
Ad Production Manager
Advertising Staff

• LET'S MAKE A DEAL

Eric Dentel
Lauren Curtis
Bill Foxworthy
John Citrone
Jennifer Offenburger
Deborah Cunningham
Tom Webster
Lara E. Hutchison
Scott Buss
Kasha Kitts
Anissa Larson
Armand Cimaroli
Cindy Cowen
Jeannene Garbee

Opinions expressed lnThc Central Florida FMlurc ore 1hose of the newspaper or Individual columnist and not necessarily those of the Boord of Publications, University Administration. or Boord ofRegents. Letters tot he Editor must be typed, maximum of 300
words and Include the author's signature. major and phone number. Letters ore
subject to editing forgrommarond space and become the copyrighted property of
the newspaper. Names may be withheld but the newspaper reserves the rlg"t to
refuse publication of any le1ter. Tiu Cin1ral Florida FMlurc Is a free ,non-profrl newspaper pub'llshed twice weekly during the academic year and weekly during the
summer. All meetings of the BOP ore open to the public.

Editor:
There I was, just casually flipping through the Nov. 2 issue of
the Future, when I stumbled accross this editorial by one Frank
Bon en burger.
It seemed that Frank was a
little distraught over the foreign
language requirements; so angry
that, in his own words, he could
quit the football team.
Listen, Frank, I realize that you
"athletes'~ have so many problems
to whine about, but there are just
some things we all have to put up
with in life.
I, frankly, couldn't give a rat's
ass about·sports. Yet, I still have to
pay this stupid athletic fee so you,
Frank, can engage in them at my
expense.
I don't like it, but that's life.

Putting aside the fact that • DIABOLICAL D1SAL VO
Americans are notorious for know- Editor:
ing only one language, I don't see
David DiSalvo must enjoy posany problem with dropping the turing like a right-wing, ill-inforiegn language requirements.
formed, opinionated male in order ~
As you might tell by my name, I, to solicit reactions.
myself, haven't had toomanyprobI must oblige and react to his
lems with them but I don't mind diatribe "Feminists are an insult
seeing them go if they're so contro- to all women." The Pro Choice poversial.
sition can hardly be considered an
Let's make a deal, okay, Frank? extreme position. Many women
If you get them to knock off this support NOW with contributions
athletic fee crap, then I'll support and through their votes without
you in opposing foriegn language participating in meet1ngs. Aborrequirements.
tion must remain safe and legal.
Get the picture? ·
Even if the anti-abortion posiThen you can put your mind to tion were valid, the right to impose
more important things like trying that choice on anyone else is diato put together paragraphs with bolical, un-Arnerican and self •~
more than two sentances.
righteous.
J.L. Perez
political science

Tara Gabor
computer science
II
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CAMPUS LITE
PUT TH€ STUD€NT 80DY

The adventures of
Gopher-Tortoise Guy
continues ...

YOLJIVE GONE loo PAR -4LT8CJ1){)/E~ WHO LIVED
IN 14€ AQEA YOU BULLDOzcb
NEAR ALA.FAVA m.AIL MlE

Pf2~5 lf'>ENT DOWN, YOU
UNDESll'</iU: f

YEA~.

MAIV. MY

Al.MOS! AS IQATF

1H AT WAS A /c:>U6H

1 DIDN'T KNOW VDU 6UV.S

BlOW lo rHE ~NWRoN/Vi€fY/

Wff<F /N'(l.RE51tb rN SAvt>J<J
1br<To1SE HOME LA.Iv D-5.

IN THAT AREA .

9

by Scott .
ScREw JH't' roierus!w&
DON'T L!K.E SFC'JNG AlAf'4VA
rt<AIJ. FROM. OU/2 RoU<IN.G

CHAl/2.S.

t

A.S r A/Ill!

0
•

DR. DEMINUS

by Charles Rudd

NOW C.LASS, THERE WILL /!,E NO

LAreR

TALKINC:. OUltlN'- THE TEST. .J'USr
~Al5E

RUBES®

by Leigh Rubin

lr-------=---

'(OUlt HANO 1F=-you HJ.VE

A <tuESrtol\/.
1

I
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"We ll, this certainly doesn't occur very often :"

THURSDAY, HOVEHBER 9TH

DEDICAllOH CEREHOHY
10:00 AM - REFLECTIHG POHD
SPEAKERS: Presidents. Altman
Col. Parker, Hat. League of Families
Mt~.

Senator Bud" Gardner
11

AF ROTC

Cadet David LaloUt"

f

Fred Schrrlidt, Student Body Pres.

ARMV ROTC Cadet Keith Evans

*PllHEl IJISCUSSIOH: "UIETHAM - \iJHAT COST/ WHAT GAit~S"

PANELISTS: Dr. Edmund Kallina
Master Sgt. McGrath

Moderator: Mr. ·Tim Brown

* 111/B HOlt/ES .TO
- nnn

fitiC

{l/t,TORf'.'

7: 00 PM

SUHDAY: ~nH
MO HD AY: ~l~I I I

: :: ; : :: : : :: :: :: : : :: :: ::::::: : : ::~::: ; :::: :

:!::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::;::::::::::::::::::

11:00 AM - 'HLO PIZZA

Lt. Col. Dauid Gray
Mr. Melvin Rogers
Mr. Tom Hguyen
HOUEMBER 5-9 AT THE WILD PIZZA
i IEDtiESDAV: KOREA
1

THURSDAY : ·UIETHAM

Activities presented by
The Student Ueterans' Association
· in cooperation with the UCF community.
Husic prouided by the UCF Marching
Band and the Uietnamese Student Assoc.
Music aill begin at 9 :15 AH ·

:; :::: :::::;:,:::::::::::::::;::::::::::::

Pl Sigma Epsilon
Monster Mash was a blastl So glad everyone
could make it to Sweeney's for a- partying
good time. Everyone looked greatl Good job

llillil111
I

•

3/2 and 212 Apts. New and near UCF. $500580. Call 365-2614/Rick after 11 am or leave
number.

Seniors Wanted!
Sales Managers and Recruiters
UCF Grad with own business needs help.
Salary plus bonus.
Call 740-6030.

1iiiiit1iw11111•11•

Zeta Tau Alpha
.
Hey D< and Acacia- we're looking forward to
seeing you tonite at our House at 8:00 pm.
ZfA 's get ready to support the Knights Saturday nite. Don't forget-wear Black and Gold
- Go Knights! Tomorrow's the nightl Hope everyone has their dates for Pig Roast. Be at Lake
Claire at 10:00 ready to have a blast. Don't
forget Calendar Planning this Sunday at 5:15
in HPB360.

A social/peer support group for gay and lesbian students at UCF meets weekly. For info.
call Lance at 380-2835.

Attention! UCF Animal Welfare Team Meeting: Monday 8 pm Nov. 13. Decoration of
donation bins. New members welcome. Held
at Tracey's house. Call Susan at 767-8071 for
directions.

Delta Tau Delta
Thank you 6rs'foragreattime at Anchor Ball.
Let's do it again real soon! No school Friday,
we're going to the beach. Don't forget about
the fundraiser Friday nite. Tailgate Party before the game on Sat. Meet at the House by
4:00. Also, be at the House by 9:00 sharp on
Sunday for the retreat-this does not mean
"DeltTime-. The semester is ever progressing
so let's keep the dust off of those textbooks or
Toan Chi Minn will get you I

International- Student Association
Great job on the Homecoming parade 2nd
placel Thanks to all members, well-wishers.
Go International Knights! SAM

Growth Opportunity
Central Fla Sales Rep 17-22k
Bonus, benefits, car. Call Gary
(904) 429-4151 collect.

GOVERNMENT HOMES from $1 (U repair).
Delinquent property. Repossessions. Call
910 805-687-6000 Ext. GH 4628 for current
repo list.

GREAT HOLIDAY JOB OPPORTUNITY
Going home for the Holidays? Need a parttime job? The HONEY BAKED HAM CO. is in
search of seasonal help to fill our sales
counter and production positions. We have
stores located in the following markets:
Tampa/St. Pete, Clearwater, Orlando, Sarasota, Ft. Myers, Miami, Ft. Lauderdale, Hollywood, West Palm Beach, Pompano Beach,
Jacksonville, Pensacola an other major cities
throughout the southeast. Please check the
white pages or information for the store nearest your home.

MINIATURE STUN GUN: Stop Assaults!
Oon'-t be a victim-protect yourself! Safe, nonlethal. Full-recovery in 15 minutes. Every
woman should have one! Only 5- long/~ wide .
65,000 volts! Uses a 9-volt battery I 1-yr warranry. Money back guarantee. $39.95 plus $2
shipping. FL residents add 6% sales tax.
Kathy Rouse Securiry Products, Box 320,
Gotha, FL 34734-0320.

Unique Opportunity
Become a Convention Hostess
Applicants must be considered attractive,
personable and free to travel. Send Info. to
PO Box 3382 Sarasota 34230.

~olling Stones Tickets : 'Jacksonville'- 6

seats together Nov. 25, call 365-8136.

Kappa Sigma

Kingslze Waterbed, Semi-waveless, headboard, pedestal, heater $190. 699-7943.

Hey Boys, prepare to get shucked at Oysterbusi. Roz got a hairrut. Let's not forget the
great job those spectacular pledges are doing I
Stair driving this weekend at Jim's.

Accountants Office
Data Entry and Accounting Work
Flexible Hours-Twenty Hours Weekly
Near Fashion Square
Call Lisa 898-6500

Furniture: sofa, love seat. Call 249-3084.
Female to share two bedroom, two bath
condo, pool side, lake view, washer/dryer,
located on Goldenrod Road between Universiry and Colonial- $250 plus 1/2 utilities. All
furnished except for bedroom. Call 678-3959,
leave message.

Sigma Phi Epsilon
Thanks Joe for a great community service
project. Pledges now is the time to really show
the brothers that you want and deserve our
letters. A-team volley, your the goods! Brothers who are slackers would you please stop .
Fundraising project Sat.; see Heft Jale and
Joe P. for details. Free advice: Don't look
back, something may be gaining up on ul

Pentax KX Camera with 55mm and 135mm
lenses and case. Call 365-17 41 .
Reticulated-Ball Pythons. Tanks and heat
rocks sold altogether or separate. Call late at
night 658-1341.

Sales Orlando Area Part time
Send Response To Falcon Sound
6120 SW SR200 Ocala, FL 32674
No Phone Calls Please!

Gay male, 20, seeks same to find and share
apartment close to UCF (off Alafaya) for
spring semester. Write P.O. Box 6n488
Orlando, FL 328667-7488.

Excellent word processing 366-0538

PROFESSIONAL TYPING
One mile from UCF campus.
All student documents. Same day service
avallable. IBM'AT, WORD PERFECT 5.0
IBM letter qualiry/laser printing.

*

Typing WP papers, resumes, etc. Fast service, reasonable rates. Call Maria 857-5350
Bonus: Pick up papers UCF

KCO Inc. WP/OP $150/$250. Call 678-6735.
Research papers, 18,278 available!
Catalog $2.00 Research, 11322 Idaho,
#206XT, Los Angeles 90025. Toll free ( 800)
351 -0222, Ext. 33 Visa/Mastercard or COO
Research Papers: 17,000 on file. Catalog $1.
Berkeley Research 2385 - CF Ocean,
SF CA 94127. Callfor info toll free 1-800-3319783 ext 666.

MATH TlJTORING
REASONABLE RATES
Algebra, Geometry,
Trigonometry, Calculus,
All Phases of Statistics
Retired SR STATISTICIAN
For the city of New York
Only 20 minutes from UCF
6n-5959.

ATTENTION: EARN MONEY READING
BOOKSI $32,000/year income potential. Details. (1) 602-838-8884 Ext. Bk.5780.

Tau Kappa Epsilon

Holy Heck! lrs a busy fun-packed weekend!
Pep rally tonite with AM and l:A.E. GO
KNIGHTS! Lers show 'em who has all the
spirit. M" Road Rally on Fri. Kti pre and post
game party on Sal 'Whew' TKE #1. UCF
plays EKU Sat. at 7 pm. This lible piggy stayed
home. This little piggy went to the TKE House
and ........................... .ASHI

Female seeks same to share 2Bl2B apart·
ment: Pool, jacuzzi, tennis. No deposit $272/
mo+ 1/2 utilities. Graduate student preferred
678-6235.

Subaru 1981 $1200 080 249-2361

Female seeks same to share 2bd/2bth new
apt 5 min. from school. $275/month + 112
utilities. Pet lovers only call 678-6850 ro move
in ASAP!

ATTENTION-GOVERNMENT SEIZED VEHICLES from $100. Fords. Mercedes, Corvettes, Chevys. Surplus Buyers Guide. 1-602838-8885 EXT. A5780

Sigma Alpha Epsflon
Let's get psyched for the squirt gun social

tomorrow nite with DC Saturday kicks off with
the return of Attitude Adjustment Don't forget
to get your cars washed on Saturday by those
awesome little sisters . Car wash 11am at the
Shell station on 436 and 50! Rum and Reggae
is coming, look for those sporty shirts I 4 weeks
of school le~ Study, study, study!

Looking for part-time help with 2 children and
hghthousework in exchange for free rent and
utilities in quaint Winter Park 1 bedrm apartment Hours are ftexible. Must have own
transporta!Jon. Call 628-3385 ask for Nancy!

Babysitting-Flexible Hours. Alafaya Woodsneed references. Call 365-1113.
Computer Programming- Basic Flexible
Hours- Engineering Firm. Call 366-0534.

Apartment - 2bdrm. Walk to UCF. $385, call
851-7235.

Help me paint my house near UCF. Must be
careful and neat. More Part-time work possible. $7/hr-call 6n-7508.

2 rooms for rent $225 and $275 ( master
bedroom) plus 1/3 utilities. Washer and dryer.
2 people per room ok. 2 min. from UCF. 6783107 leave message.

Easy Workl Excellent Payl Assemble products at home. Call for information. 504-6418003 Ext 2568.

Acacia

Hey Acacia! Great Retreat last weekend !
Thanks Glen for the use of your house. Get
psyched everyone for light Up Orlando this
weekend I Guys, study those pledge manuals.

BEER! BEER! BEER!
IT'S EASY TO BREW YOUR OWN!
SEBASTIAN BREWERS SUPPLY HAS ALL
YOUR BEER AND WINEMAKING
SUPPLIE.;!
HI00-780-SUOS

Join the highest paying profession today as
an investment banker for First Eagle's new
Orlando office. Immediate Opportunities
Available. Call 1-800-999-1515.

Can you buy Jeeps, Cars, 4x4s' Seized in drug
ralds for under $100.00? Call for facts today:
(805) 644-9533. Dept. 127.

Salespeople Needed ! Flexible, FIT and PfT
Positions (Exe.. Pay) Call Nowl 74<>-6030.

*

Fast
Professional
Accurate
WOROMASTERS 277•9600

Wanted: Artist - to draw 20-30 illustrations for
1st of several lock manuals. Call Lodging
Security Systems 339-3519.

Hil My name is Odie. I'm an adorable 8 month -:..
old female cat I'm pure white with beautiful
blue eyes. I need a home. Please call mell
658-2410, ask for Ken.

MINI CLASSIFIED FORM
$0.75 per line: UCF Students, staff & faculty
$1.50 per line: Non-students & businesses
Boldface and underline extra (double line rate)
PREPAYMENT ONLY - No Refunds
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$ _ __
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ASA ConterenCe committee
c,onsiders admitting UCF
. .

.

schedule from late March through April.
Bergman, who is also UCF's baseball coach,
said, "It will make our scheduling much easier."
An expansion committee from the American
Joining the American South Conference
South Athletic Conference will visit the UCF would cost UCF a one-time $50,000 initiation
campus Thursday.
fee, plus about $43,000 per year in annual dues.
Craig Thompson, conference commissioner However, he said that with conference teams
said Tuesday his conference is interested in sharing revenues from appearances in NaUCF because of the Orlando market and UCF's tional Collegiate Athletic Association playoffs,
success in athletics.
the school could actually make money.
"UCF has several nationally competitive
"A lot of schools just have their dues taken
athletic teams," Thompson said.
out of [revenue sharing]," Bergman said.
The teams include the baseThompson said the conferball and golf teams. He also
ence offers UCF automatic
said the men's basketball team "They wouldn't come
bids to the NCAA's Division I
will be competitive within a
tournaments in baseball and
this far if they hadn't
few years.
women's basketball. Next
Thompson said the Orlando investigated us pretty
year, men's basketball will be
market appeals to his conferadded to the list.
ence for recruiting and televi- thoroughly as to the
The expansion committee
contribution we could visiting UCF will consist of
sion.
UCFs Associate Athletic make to the conferThompson, Dr. Dan Reneau of
Director Jay Bergman said
Louisiana Tech University,
UCF would join the American ence."
Dr. Gene Smith of Arkansas
- Jay Bergman State University and Dr. Ray
South Conference in the 19901991 school year.
Assoc. Athletic Director Authement of the University
"They wouldn't take the
of Southwestern Louisiana.
time to come this far if they hadn't investigated
The American South Athletic Conference,
us pretty thoroughly as to the contribution we created in 1987, consists of six schools: Arkancould make to the conference," Bergman said. sas State University, Lamar University, LouJoining the conference will make scheduling isiana Tech University, the University of New
opponents easier, with 12 conference games in Orleans, the University of Southwestern Loumen's and women's basketball and 18 confer- isiana and the University ofTexas-Pan Amerience baseball games.
can.
Joining would help fill a void in the baseba11
The conference is NCAA Division I.
by Tom Kopacz

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

..

Sports

Jorge AJvareZICENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

WAY TO GO, FRANCO
Placekicker Franco Grilla shouts in victory after a UCF game this
year. Grilla leads the Knights in scoring with 49 points.

~riefs1~~~------..........__..;....;.;...._~~~~

•BALL BOYS WANTED

Philadelphia 76ers at 7:30
p.m. Nov. 17.

Dec.19 at the Orlando Arena.
These players are expected
to form thenucleusofthe1992
US Olympic Hockey Team.
Tickets prices range from $10
to$20andcan beboughtatthe
Orlando Arena Box Office and
Ticketmaster outlets .

I

.•.
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THE OVIEDO INN
AND
PELICAN LOUNGE
Proudly Presents

t ·

R!!!!!!!~U

Jazz and Blues

•

FROM PAGE 12

Knights] get the ball in the
fourth quarter, behind, and
march down the field without
•REC SERVICES
throwing the ball," Kidd said.
UCF
Recreational
Services
::sG ·oa·wgs (4-5)
54
"That's usually not their cup of
will hold a bench press compeFCA.Crusaders {7-2)
31
tea."
tition
Nov.
16.
Sign
up
dates
;·:::::·r·:·· :-: =·:···
Kidd said EKU passes the
are
Nov.
9-16.
A
cross
coun1
.The ,Controflers {3-6}
35
ball more this year because
try
Turkey
Trot
will
be
held
~ J<GB.D6gs. .<:>f War (3-6} 29
"we don't have an Elroy Harris
··-·.:-:
•ORLANDO MAGIC
Nov.21.SignupdatesareNov. •NEW YEAR'S DAY
··.
The Detroit Pistons game 9-21.
Tickets are available to the nor even a Tim Lester back
Friday is sold out. The Magic
Jan. 1 Florida Citrus Bowl. there."
Harris rushed for 202 yards
face the Atlanta Hawks, 7:30 •USSR HOCKEY
Tickets cost $30. Seats are in
International hockey comes the corners of the North stands on 30 carries against the
p.m. Monday at the Orlando
Arena. Tickets are $17.
to Orlando when the USA of the Florida Citrus Bowl. Knights last year.
Lester rushed for over 1000
The Magic take on the team battles the USSR team, Call 849-2020 to order tickets.
yards last year but Kidd said
he hurt his knee in the second
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~----------~--~~~~~~~~~--------~~~----~--~----~ gameoftheyear.
But EKU still possesses a
powerful running game
averaging 271. 7 yards per
game compared with 148.3
yards passing.
In nine games, Marcus
Thomas has rushed for 1204
yards and is averaging 7.3
yards per carry. ·
Quarterback
Lorenzo
Fields is the second leading
rusher with 313 yards to add to
his 1224passingyards. He has
completed 53 percent of his
passes.
The Knights will be without
senior nose guard Mike Grissom who re-injured his knee
against Liberty and is most
likely lost for the remainder of
the year.
But unlike last year when
Grissom went out, McDowell
does not expect the injury to
hurt the team as much because
of the improved depth of the
defense.
Freshman Willie Britton
will step into the starting role
426
at nose tackle with Chuck
Larson as his backup.
~
DATE:
November 9, 10, 11
For McDowell, the EKU
~
Show valid UCF I.D. and
game will be like the one
TIME:
6:00 -10:30 p.m.
A lafaya
against Liberty. UCF is the
receive a complimentary
PHONE: 365-7036
underdog.
"We shouldn't be good
drink.·
enough to defeat Eastern Kentucky, but we might be,"
McDowell said .
The UCF men's basketball
team is searching for boys to
join its "ball boy" program.
Any faculty, students or
staff with children age 13 and
under can cont~ctTim Thomas
at 281-5805 for information.
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Knights out-shoot
Soviets in contest
Joe Dean wins his UCF coaching debut, 85-68
by Roy Fuoco
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

One exhibition game three weeks
before the regular season may not
mean much, but the game gave the
men's basketball team a chance to
practice something they had little success doing last year- winning.
UCF defeated Statiba-Soviet Union
85-68 in the first game under the new
head coach, Joe Dean.
"Tonight we wanted to practice
winning," senior forward Bob Black·
wood said.
Dean is looking to Blackwood and
senior guard Edsel Bester to provide
leadership for the team this year.
~He wants us to be the leaders on the
floor," Blackwood said.
"We're looking to lead by example.
The game tonight gave us a chance to
practice that, too."
Although the 1 7-point win was impressive, Dean saw something even
more impressive.
"First of all, it was great to win,"
Dean said. "They had that winning look
in their eyes."
That will be good news to basketball
fans who watched the Knights suffer
through a 7-20 season last year, including 6 losses by less than five points.
Although one game does not indicate
much, UCF showed improvement in at
least two areas.
Andre Green scored 11 points and
showed a much-improved inside game.
Green's improvement could be attributed to the improved budget for basketball.
Dean said Green has been spending
a lot of time working with assistant
coach Tim Thomas on improving his
inside game. Last year's coach Phil

Carter did not have the luxury of assistant coaches last year.
With the athletic debt paid, Dean
has two assistants, Thomas and Bret
Campbell.
Carter attended the game and
scouted the Knights for Wake Forest.
Green teamed with fellow sophomore Ken Leeks to lead the Knights in
the first half as UCF struggled with its
shooting.
They combined for 23 ofUCFs firsthalf points as the Knights went on top
37-31 at halftime.
Leeks, who scored 14 points in the
half, finished the game with 29 points.
But in the second half, the Knights
began hitting outside shots and had
more balanced scoring.
UCF finished with seven 3-point
field goals to surpass its highest effort
last year.
Newcomers Anthony Haynes,
Tommy Tormoheln and Vernon Pinkney each had a pair of 3-pointers.
Blackwood added one.
UCF jumped out to an early lead.
ButafterStatiba tooka21-15 run, UCF
went on a 16-3 run to take control of the
game and never looked back.
The Knights' lead was never less
than five points the rest of the way. Up
52-4 7, UCF out-scored its opponent 152 to push its lead to double figures.
Despite the victory, Dean admitted
the Knights still have much room for
improvement.
"Rebounding is a concem,n Dean
said. "As good as Leeks is, he has to
improve on hjs rebounding and he
knows that. n
The Knights were out-rebounded by
their taller opponent 43-32. Dean was
also concerned with UCFs 18 turnovers.

Mlcheel l.augt"iinlCENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Senior guard and co-captain Edsel Bester takes a shot in UCF's Monday night
exhibition game against Statiba-Soviet Union in the UCF gym.
-

UCF looks for first-ever victory over.ColOnels
nels (8-1) had seven turnovers
against Middle Tennessee (63) and only lost by five points.
The Knights were looking
EKU Coach Roy Kidd deforward to trying to knock off scribed Middle Tennessee as a
Division I-AA's top-ranked "damn good football team.
We're lucky it was close.n
team.
But after Eastern Kentucky
"It would have been a thrill
University lost to Middle Ten- to beat the No. 1 team," Knight
nessee last week, UCF . will Coach Gene McDowell said.
have to settle for defeating the "But it will still be a thrill to
fourth ranked team.
beat the No. 4 team."
However, that still remains
In last year's game, UCF
a formidable task. The Colo- jumped out to a 21-0 lead after
by Roy Fuoco

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

the first quarter and 28-7 lead
at halftime.
But the Colonels scored 28
points in the second half and
limited the Knights to a field
goal to win 35-31.
"If we were as good last year
as we are this year, we would
have won," McDowell said,
''We're not going to jump out
28-7 this year. If we do, we'll
win."
Kidd said he would be surprised if either team jumped

Jorge Alvarez/CENTRAL FLORIDA FU"t URc

Tailback Mark Giacone drags a Liberty Flames defender along as he stretches for more yardage.
Giacone enters the Eastern Kentucky game Saturday coming off a 129-yard effort against Liberty.

out to an early lead.
He added that he does not
think the Colonels could come
back if they found themselves
down in the same predicament
at halftime.
"I don't think we are as good
as last year," Kidd said.
"Central Florida has a
tough team. Every year they
are getting better people. We
never have an easy game with
them."
Both coaches expect a more

balanced attack for their
teams but for opposite reasons.
McDowell expects the
Knights to be better balanced
because their top running
backs are healthy.
Meanwhile Kidd expects to
have a more balanced attack
because their top running back
last year, Elroy Harris, has •
graduated.
In last year's game, UCF
had 369 yards passing and 100
yards rushing.
However
the
Knights were without
both Mark Giacone
and Gilbert Barnes.
Fullback Jon Jordon
played tailback because ofthe injuries to
the regular tailbacks.
This year both Giacone and Barnes are
healthy, and with the
addition of Willie
English, McDowell
expects to be better
able to run the ball
this year.
Kidd expects the .,)
same thing after seeing films of UCF victory over Liberty.
"The thing that
impressed me against
Liberty
is
[the

•

see EKU page 11
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Look behind the scenes of The Little Mermaid.'
INCE MICKEY MousE's DEBUT IN TilE 1928
black and white feature Steamboat WUlie, Walt Disney animation has warmed
the hearts of millions world wide.

with simply their voices.
'Tm not normally a method actress," Benson said, "I
had t.o pull out all the stops. It was just my voice and
nothing else and that was kind of a struggle."
Bamb~ Fantasia. Cinderella. Robin
Most of the actors, including Benson, Pat Carroll,
Hood. Alice in Wonderland.. 101 Dalma- Jason Marin, and Buddy Hackett as a cooky sea gull
tians and Peter Pan are just a few of the countless named Scut.Ue, acted out the parts in the studio while
films in Disney's grab-bag of animation.
doing the voice-overs.
In 1988, Walt Disney Pictures broke new ground
Co-writerI director Ron Clements at.tributes the
with Oliver & Company, which utilized a star-stud- animators and the actors with bringing the character
ded voice over cast, and Who Framed Roger Rabbit?, to life.
which blended animation With live action.
lhe animator and the voice talent are the real
With the success these films, Disney has prom- actors," Clements said, l1le drawing is actually secised to release a new animated film every year. This ondary."
year's feature is The Utile Mermaid with it's national
Both Clements and co-writer I director
release date scheduled for Nov.17.
John Musker began as animators for
The Little Mermaid, which is the firsl animated Disney Studios and have an understanfilm to be developed from a script, required over one ding for the amount of work that goes
million drawings, a crew of 450 people and three and into the animation even before the
a half years to complete.
voices are added. The process is long
Why such a large scale production for a cartoon? and laborious.
.. Its not a cartoon, .. said Walt Disney Studios' chair~e character begins with a rough
man Jeffrey Katzenberg, ..its a film. Our ambition is sketch. This sketch may go through
to go out and compete with Harlem Nights and Back numerous changes before a final design is agreed upon. After the final
to the Future U ."
Katzenberg has played a major role in rees- draft is achieved, t.he animators begin the lengthy process of creating
tablishing Disney's animated film organization.
The inspiration for The Little Mermaid came from · background settings and character
the Hans Christian Andersen fairy tale of the same motion.
The task of creating motion is
name. It is Disney's first animated fairy tale since
Sleeping Beauty (1959).
see LITTLE MERMAID page 4
The main character is Ariel, a mermaid who
yearns to join the human world above the sea. Her
creators are veteran Disney animators Mark Henn
and Glen Keane, who loosely based the character on
Alyssa Milano (Who's the Boss?). The voice of Ariel
is broadway actress Jodi Benson.
Benson was picked over 300 female actresses for
the part of Ariel. "It was funny," she said, .. It went
down to about three girls and I got it. It was
the easiest job I'd ever gotten."
But being a character voice is
not exactly what you'd
call easy. Benson and
the other actors had
to create emotion

story by John Citrone
art by Q. Cunningham
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'Family,' an intelligent n1m
Star-s~udded

cast portrays trials, joys of adoption process

Week
iKt.:.-XW~"'i~jcy~I'
~ ~ .• :'"!"«
~:.:::~· Y.l

• The Student Activites

M~Mi~4z:.~.D"Jj Center will show The Green

Berets at 7 p.m. and Platoon at 9 p.m.

Admission is free with a valid UCF ID.
•George Bernard Shaw's comedy The
Anns and the Man will be performed in
the UCF theater tonight. Nov. 10 and
Nov. 11 at 8 p.m. Admission is $7 (students are admitted free with a valid ID)
• Imaginary Lines . a play by Reggie
Oliver. will be performed at Valencia
Communily College in the Black Box
Theater at 8 p.m.

Linda and
Michael Spector
(Glenn Close
and James
Woods) long
for a child
of their own
in Lawrence
Kasdan's
comedy /drama
'Immediate
Family.'

-~~:W •The recent works of Steve
~~·· Stoltz of the UCF Art De-

partment will be on display tonight at
the Cognizant Gallery in the South Bay
Fashion Center from 5:30 to 8 p.m.
The show will continue throughpec. 9.
• The Nerd, a comedy written by Larry
Shue, will be perfonned in lhe Edythe
Bush Theatre at the Civic Theatre
Complex in Loch Haven Park. Tickets
are $14.
Columbia Pictures

Further into the movie. Lucy begins
to have second thoughts about giving
up her baby and has a big decision to
At\fEDlATE FAMlLY IS A WITIY AND INTELmake that will affect all of the characugent movie that successfully
Rated: PG- 13
ters' lives.
shows the pain and frustration of
Starring: James Woods.
The most interesting part of the film
a professional couple struggling to
Glenn Close, Kevin Dillon
is notjust the subject matter, it's also
have a child of their own.
Director: Jonathan Kaplan
how well-developed the characters are
Linda and Michael Spector, (Glenn
Confetti Review:
and how they act towards one another.
Close and James Woods) have what it
When these characters meet for the
takes to make good parents. Lucy
first time, they are all at very low points
Moore (Mary Stuart Masterson) is a
17-year-old unwed, pregnant girl who decides to give in their lives. The couples belong o two different
her baby up for adoption because she and her boy- cultures, and there is a 20-year age dilference. This
friend, Sam (Kevin Dillon) are neither financially contrast is what makes the movie exciting and fresh.
Viewers will enjoy the spontaneity of Lucy and Sam,
secure nor mature enough at that point to take care of
which clashes with the stuffy, conservative style of
the child.
The Spectors turn out to be the lucky couple chosen
see FAMJLY page 4
to adopt Lucy and Sam's baby.
by Edward Gantt m

'IMMEDIATE
FAMILY'

I

***

Headhunters' first simply country
'Death Race 2000' blasts with Lamuerte's own brand of screech rock
The Charts
Week ending
November 11, 1989.

Top Five Albums
l. Rhythm Nation 1814
Jon et Jac1<son
2. Crossraods
Tracy Chapman
3. Steel Wheels
The Rolling Stones
' 4. The Seeds of1ove
Tears for Fears
5. Girl You Know Ifs True
MllliVanilli

Top Five Singles
l. "Listen to Your Heart"
Roxett
2. "When I See You
Smile"
Bad English
3. "Sowing the Seeds of
Love"
Tears for Fears
4. "Miss You Much"
Janet Jackson
5 ... Cover Girl"
New Kids on the Block

e 1989 Billboard

magazine

• Pickin'

on Nashville

Artist: Kentucky Headhunters
Producer: Kentucky Headhunters
Label: Mercury

Y

EAH,

IBIS

IS

COUNTRY

music. So I guess
most of you can stop
reading this now.
Pickin' on Nashville is a
collection of simple songs
about everyday living.
The album starts off with
"Walk Softly on this Heart of
Mine," and continues with
such poignant songs as
"Rag Top." "High Steppin'
Daddy," "Skip a Rope" and
.. Oh Lonesome Me."
None of these songs are
of a political nature, obvi-

ously (this is country music. remember?).
Stylistically, this album
is about as basic as they
come, almost totally devoid
of pop music's elaborate accoutremenls.
One song, "My Daddy
was a Milkman," ends with
some guitar feedback, but
that's as "flashy" as this
band gets. This is backwoods "good ole' boy" music
(the band's "International
Fan Club" is centered in
Goodlettsville. Tennessee).
Greg Martin, on electrtc
guitar, thank.fully lends
much-needed flavor to an
otherwise boring album.
Whelher he's playing a
quick solo or a bluesy melody, he · greatly enhances
the music like the salt and
~etchup ,o n french fries.
If you look at the album's
cover, you'll see five hairy
men jamming in, on and
around a pick-up truck.
BasicaHy, what you see is
what you get. I seriously
doubt this group will ever
"make it big," even by.country music's standards.
- Stephen Bywater

• Death Race 2000
Artist: Lamuerte
Producer: Paul Delnoy
Label: not available

H

ERE IT IS, MUSIC FANS, 1HE

latestin screech rock:
Lamuerte which, by
the way, means one with
death.
This is one of the heaviest
bands I've been beaten over
the head with in a long time.
Bass lines pound dangerously, feedback-laced guitars back you into a comer
and a voice that kills bludgeons your senses.
The American quartet
singer's voice is a constant
deep guttural growl and his
see LAMUERTE page 3

:. •

UCF Music Professor,
Wolf will perform
works by Scarlatti, Schubert, Franck,
Britten and Robert Schumann at 3 p.m.
in the UCF Rehearsal Hall. • Fast
Times at Ridgemont High will be
shown in the Student Activities
Center at 7 and 9
p.m. • The Central Florida Com~
munity Jazz Center will present A
Celebration of
Jazz
at
the
Orlando Radisson
Plaza Hotel in the
CL.I-I==--' Ivanhoe Ballroom
from 3 to 6 p.m. •Concrete Blond will
appear in concert at Visage. For ticket
info. call 298-2349.
~t<IWi~w-·=~;=_ Gary

i;!\~"!~~ •~he Stu.dent Center Audil&L~1~~~ tonum will feature a Hot
Topic: Gun
Control
forum at 8 p.m.
•Robert Mezey, amertcan
poet and aui.hor of Eve·
ning Wmd will
be at the
Am.pitheatre
of the Holiday '------=---=.......l..li::!l!~_J
Inn near UCF. at 8 p.m.

•The PA.C. Dessert Theater will feature Neil Simon's
The Last of the Red Hot Lover's in the
Student Center Auditortum at 7:30 p.m.
The comedy will star the Alpha Omega
Players. The dessert portion is all you
can eat. Admission is $4 for students
and $6 for non-students.
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Peppino's Qffers fine Italian cuiSine for dinner
..
Relax, enjoy
restaurant's
atmosphere

butterfly shrimp topped with
piles of well-prepared linguini, and mixed with a flavmful combination of butter,
garlic, shallots. sherry wine
and spices.
Another quality selection
• Peppino's
is the chicken marsala.
Location: 100 Carrigan Ave.
Imagine tender twin chicken
breasts sauteed in butter,
OES IT SEEM LIKE ITALIAN
smothered with mushrooms,
restaurants are popsoaked with marsala wine
ping up all over?
and set ablaze to capture the
. It's no wonder Americans
essence of Italy.
have so graciously accepted
This was accompanied by
the delicacies of Italy.
a side order of mostacholi
And rightly so. with all the
and a tangy marina sauce.
flavorful sauces, garlic,
The desserts are unlike
blends of spices, pasta varieany I have sampled in the
ties and, of course, the vino.
UCF area:
Italian food provides that
This is the time when you
special sensation t.hat Chiset aside your weight watchnese and Mexican food can't
ers mentality and enjoy.
match.
Maria and Michael, the
And when done right, the
owners and managers, work
pleasure can be memorable.
long hours to provide these
In this area alone you can
homemade treats on a daily
choose from Michael's.
basis.
Puccini's, Domino's, Pizza
You have up to a dozen to
Hut and Peppino's.
photo
choose
from, including
61011
Perhaps you have a favoramaretto cake, fresh canolite. But have you really expe- Peppino's offers a variety of Italian dishes ranging from Veal Cacciatore to Chicken
lies, black forest cake, eclai.rs
Marsala, giving UCF students a break from the every-day " pasta place."
rienced Peppino's?
and peanut butter pie.
I don't mean just by taking
If you prefer not to have
advantage of their quick lunch buffet where you joy ItaHan music In a pleasant setting while chow- dessert after dinner, you can always take it home
with you. You'll be glad you did.
can savor entrees like Meatball Parmesan or Veal ing down on wonderful spicy garlic breadsticks.
The service was simply adequate; not poor, but
Cacciatore, a variety of pastas, and all-you-canI've had the pleasure of dining in Peppino's at
eat salad and soup for a reasonable $4.95.
not great. The excellent food made up for any
least five times.
No, I mean an evening dinner experience when
I can honestly say thal each experience has shortcomings in service.
you're not rushed to gulp down your favorite been favorable.
Peppino's is nestled about 2 miles north ofUCF
pasta. (Although a quick lunch at Peppino's can be
Rather then inundate you with menu facts, let on the comer of Alafaya Trail and Carrigan Ave.
just as enjoyable as a dinner.
me share with you two fine entrees and some Just close enough for a short lunch breakfrom a
long school day or a nice dinner for you and a
I encourage you to treat a friend, re1ative. sweet- wonderful desserts.
heart or yourself to Peppino's during it's candleDuring one of my earliest visits I indulged in the friend.
light hours.
"chefs special," the seafood provincial, which
- Mario Ponce
Unlike mediocre Italian restaurants, you'll en- included generous portions of sea scallops and

D
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Shaw's 'Arms a nd the Man' performed at UCF
by Margaret Jennings

I

T IS 8:01 P.M.' AND THE TiiEAter is lhreefourths full of people and one-fourth
full of noise generated by casually
dressed students. Moments later the
lights dim and the room becomes silent.
A woman's figure is silhouetted against.
the curtain. The curtain rises and the
play begins.
Arms and the Man is a comedy of
manners, wrillen by the George Bern ard Shaw in 1898. It has transcended
time and fou nd a place in the eighties
and the UCF Theater.
Set. in Bulgaria in 1885, Arms and the
Man deals with the concept of social acceptability.
Act I takes place in a small town in
Bulgaria , on a November evening.
Raina Petko!I, played by Susan Lo
Monte, is in h er room preparing for bed.
The action that en s ues is less than
slumbersome.
The lighting is soothing, th e acoustics
are clear, the s ets are realistic, and so
are the emotions conveyed by the actors.
Raina's· mother, Catqerine Petkoff,
portrayed by Judy Johns, attempts to
carry herself in the manner befitting
Bulgarian royally, placing herself above
Louka, her servant girl, played by Kimberly Shader. Her mentality is some
wliat similar to Raina's in that both live
in a fairy tale state of mind. Catherine
revels in her social position. Raina is full
of dreams planted in her head by her
mother and by the success of her fiance,
Sergius. int.he war. She is romantic and
idealistic, until Bluntchli (Robin Cowie)
enters the scene.
Bluntchli is a Swiss soldier fighting
for the Serbian Army against Bulgaria.
He port.rays the side of a soldier that

society would never accept. He is not stereotypical. He is an important
character because he can
be directly contrasted
wilh the idealistic Petkoff
women.
Bluntchli brings out a
'part of Raina t.he audience was previously ignorant to. He tells Raina he
was at the battle that
made Sergius a hero in
Lhe victory only because
the Serbian commander
brought t.he wrong type of
ammunition.
Bluntchli likens Sergius to Don Quixote,
mu ch to Raina's dismay.
Thus begins h er t ransition from an accepting
child to a questioning
wom a n.
By h iding
Bluntchli from the Russian soldier (James Jenkins), Raina s trays from
the acceptable norm into
chaos that will manifest
in later acts.
Act two begins as act
Tom Sola
one did, with a woman silhouetted behind the cur- Kimberly Shader and James Jenkins bring to life
tain. once the curtain Shaw's 1889 romantic comedy 'Arms and the Man.'
rises, the audience is
taken into a morning in the Petkoff common mentality, so does Nicola. He
garden four months after the initial in- has accepted his present position in
troduction of Raina, Catherine, Louka life, in contrast to Louka, who wants to
break away.
and Blunkhli.
Paul Petkoff {Chandler McCree) arThe scenery is simple. yet accommodating. The lighting is neutral and the rives home from the war a bumbling,
yet cheerful. man. His conversation
acoustics are audible.
Petkoff's man-servant, Nicola with his wife reveals he is far more
(H usayn Frazier) adds new dimension
see ARMS AND MAN page 4
to the play. As Bluntchli depicts an un-

FROMPAGE2
screaming ability rivals even
Ian Gillan's.
Skinny Puppy would have
trouble topping this and I bet
you didn't think this was
possible ... did you?
The best thing about this
combination is that it suits
the music perfectly. W i t h
10 songs on the album, I
would have to say the top
three are "I Would Die
Faster." "Shoot In Your
Back" and "Burst My Soul."
I'm sure after listening to
this you'll have your ovm
scream-along favorites.
Album credits go to Elvis,
Bruce Lee and Cassius Clay
for giving Lamuerte "the
force."
"J
"Force for wh at?" you
might ask. Why, for making
music to drive you to ·the
edge, what else?
-Gene Dixon

Next Week
• Walter Gaudnek, UCF
Art ·professor, presents
new art exhibit.
• Trevor Rabin. ex-lead
guitarist of Yes , produces
new album.

• Steel Magnofias, (starring Bette Midler. Daryl
Hannah, Shirley Mclaine,
Dolly Parton and Sally
Fields) brings small town
America to the big silver
screen.

.
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LITTLE MERMAID

The first thing Dillon does
is tease Linda and Michael
into believing that his finger
was caught in the door of
their car. This made one hell
of a first impression.
Dillon has a wonderful
quality of coming across as a
very real person on camera
and the movie took off when
he appeared. Unfortunately,
Dillon appears less than any
of the other actors and I was
somewhat disappointed.
The movie is directed by
Jonathan Kaplan, who also
directed Project X and The
Accused. But more important, the casting was done by
Julie Selzer and Sally Dennison, who were smart enough
to employ Woods, Close,
Masterson and Dillon. Each
actor performed brtlliantly,
but I expected nothing less.
With these four actors, I
could direct a movie about
giant pizzas from another
planet that are secretly planning to conquer the earth
and win an Oscar for Best
Picture.
Immediate Family is a
delightfully bittersweet and
often humorous movie that
will take its viewers "into the
mystic."

FAMILY

FROM PAGE 1

FROM PAGE 2

\
Linda and Michael.
perhaps the most tedious. ,
The Spectors appear to
The animator works from a ,
have everything that Lucy
story board, which lays out
wants, including security
each scene as it will a pp ear in
and stability. However, Lucy
the film, drawing even the
has the ability to do what
slightest of movement.
they cannot: she can create a
The final drav..rings for
life.
each scene are done on indiClose does a wonderful job
vidual pieces of acelate or
of showing Linda's love, in"eels."
trigue and perhaps even a
A single second of film relittle bit of envy for Lucy,
quires approximately 24
because she can have a baby.
eels. The Lillle Mennaid utilBut it becomes apparent that
ized 150,000 eels on 1,100
Lucy has as great a need for
backgrounds.
a good home as her baby will.
In the new age of animaWoods portrays a rather
tion, computers are often
pompous husband who is
used to complete these
very loving and caring totasks. Rather than depend
wards his wife. However, the
C>The Watt Disney World Campany
on the computer, Disney
stress of not being able to
· animators chose to stay with After falling in love with a human prince, the sea princess
have a child takes Its toll on
the traditional ways of com- Ariel enters into a ~ad deal with the evil seawitch Ursula.
him.
pleting each frame by hand.
There is an amusing
..Computers help with the movie musical Little Shop of where though."
scene in which Woods is
oddjobs," saidAndreas Deja, Horrors).
Katzenberg worries that depressed, while sitting in a
animator of Ariel's father,
After such a long and tedi- the fihn will be seen as private hospital room with a
King Triton. "But the charac- ous process, it seems strictly a children's fihn.
plastic container and
ters are done by hand. It's all unusual that Disney will re"I hope this movie has an Penthouse magazine, getting
emotional. The characters lease a new animated fea tu re opportunity to be seen by ready to be tested for stertlhave to act."
everyone," he said. "It cap- ity.
every year.
After the characters and
But in fact, work is already tures the sense of humor and
The performance I enjoyed
backgrounds are drawn, the being completed on sequels the child-like quality of being the most, however, was
eels are painted. Each eel of to Who Frwned Roger Rabbit a kid. That's what we're Dillon's portrayal of Sam.
trying to do with this film.
each scene must have a per- and The Rescuers .
..The Rescuers Down Un"If you see the film wilh the
fect color match to the one
lovers' pentagon.
before it. Over 1,000 di.1Terent der is going to be amazing to kids, .. Katzenberg said wi h a ARMS AND MAN
colors were used in The Little look at," said Roy Disney, smile,"it touches your soul. It FROM PAGE3
In the fmal act, there is a
Walt Disney's nephew and gives them a glow. They fall
Memmid.
conflict of emotions. The
These finished eels are Vice Chairman of the Walt out of their seats with concerned with trivial social characters seem to be
laughter."
then shot onto film and set Disney Company.
mannerisms then he is with plagued by dislocated
"The Little Mennaid has
The LitUe Mermaid opens how he is going to handle his hearts. Depth is added to all
into final sequence, which is
completed with 1.he character some beautiful scenes in it," on Nov. 17 nation wide. It country's victory.
of the characters.
he continued. "You'll have to may not be a Disney classic
voices and musical score.
Sergius Saranoff (Jeff
Perhaps Sergius sums up
(The music for the film was watch it a second time. You'll yet. but it is certainly a re- Eberle) appears and is re- George Bernard Shaw's point
written by Alan Menker and see a lot more. There is one birth of the old masters' val- vealed to be less than a hero. best when he declared "eveHoward Ashman, who also frame where Mickey Mouse ues: a creation of the hands
Bluntchli reenters and he rything I think is mocked by
wrote the soundtrack to the appears. 1 won't tell you thal touches the heart.
becomes the final link in the everything 1 do."
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ST. JOSEPH'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH

Football • 75¢ draft, 75¢ hotdog
Football• $1.00 Longneck 9-11
25¢ Draft 8-10 p. m.
Lingerie Show
Ladies Night • 2 for 1 wells
8-12 • Wet T-Shirt Contest, $50
first prize• Soak your favorite
contestant I
Live Entertainment
Free Taco Buffet 4-7 • Live
Entertainment • Kami's $2.00
Long Islands 10-11 $2.50 glass
$8.00 pitchers

FULL MENU OF SANDWICHES, HAMBURGERS, PIZZA, AND CHICKEN WINGS.
BRING THIS AD IN FOR A FREE DRAFT!

Saturday Vigil Mass
6:00 P.M.
'

Express your
views and opinions,
thoughts and problems,
griefs and gripes
in our editorial page.
Write a letter today.
Send letters to:

Snnday Masses
8:00, 10:30 & 12 Noon

The Central Florida Future

P.O. Box 25000
Orlando, FL 32816.

Choir Rehearsal
Wednesday, 7:00 P.M.
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1501 Alafaya Trail
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n Red Cross

QUALITY MOUNTAIN BIKES

I

As Low As

$229~5

* Lay Away· For Christmas
*One Year Maintenance Free
* Index Shifting
Located in the
University Shoppes
(near UC6)
281-6488
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THUNDERBIRD
AMERICAN GRADUATE SCHOOL
OF INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT
Glendale, Arizona 85306 USA

A representative will be on campus
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 1989

to discuss

GRADUATE STUDY
Interviews may be scheduled at
CAREER RESOURCE CENTER
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